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The Wilsonian Moment by Erez Manela is World During the Paris Peace Conference of 1919, while key decisions were debated by the victorious Allied powers, a multitude of smaller nations and colonies held their breath, waiting to see how their fates would be decided. President Woodrow Wilson, in his Fourteen Points, had called for "a free, open-minded, and absolutely impartial adjustment of all colonial claims," giving equal weight would be given to the opinions of the colonized peoples and the colonial powers. Among those nations now paying close attention to Wilson's words and actions were the budding nationalist leaders of four disparate non-Western societies--Egypt, India, China, and Korea. That spring, Wilson's words would help ignite political upheavals in all four of these countries. This book is the first to place the 1919 Revolution in Egypt, the Rowlatt Satyagraha in India, the May Fourth movement in China, and the March First uprising in Korea in the context of a broader "Wilsonian moment" that challenged the existing international order. Using primary source material from America, Europe, and Asia, historian Erez Manela tells the story of how emerging nationalist movements appropriated Wilsonian language and adapted it to their own local culture and politics as they launched into action on the international stage. The rapid disintegration of the Wilsonian promise left a legacy of disillusionment and facilitated the spread of revisionist ideologies and movements in these societies; future leaders of Third World liberation movements--Mao Zedong, Ho Chi Minh, and Jawaharlal Nehru, among others--were profoundly shaped by their experiences at the time. The importance of the Paris Peace Conference and Wilson's influence on international affairs far from the battlefields of Europe cannot be underestimated. Now, for the first time, we can clearly see just how the events played out at Versailles sparked a wave of nationalism that is still resonating globally today.

More Recommended Books

Breve storia della Russia

By : Paul Bushkovitch
Breve storia della Russia ricostruisce non solo la storia politica ma anche gli sviluppi nel campo della letteratura, dell'arte e della scienza della Russia; ritrae così protagonisti di grandezza assoluta - Tolstoj, Cechov e Mendeleev, per esempio - nei loro contesti storici e istituzionali. Benché la Rivoluzione del 1917, il successivo sistema sovietico e la guerra fredda siano stati momenti cruciali della storia russa e mondiale, merito specifico dell'autore è di presentare anche le epoche precedenti in tutta la loro complessità e ricchezza storica e culturale.
The Metallurgy of Iron and Steel ... vol. I. The Metallurgy of Iron.

By : Thomas Turner

The GENERAL HISTORICAL collection includes books from the British Library digitised by Microsoft. This varied collection includes material that gives readers a 19th century view of the world. Topics include health, education, economics, agriculture, environment, technology, culture, politics, labour and industry, mining, penal policy, and social order.

Les relations internationales de 1945 à nos jours

By : Pascal Boniface

Généalogie d'un monde multipolaire De 1945 à nos jours, Pascal Boniface retrace de façon directe, claire et vivante, 70 ans de relations internationales. Il met ainsi en lumière les précédents, les choix et les biais géopolitiques qui permettent de décrypter l'actualité et de percevoir le monde dans sa globalité. Poissonnante et explosive, la période contemporaine ne cesse de nous surprendre : cet essai didactique constitue la référence indispensable des lecteurs désireux de prendre du recul pour aborder la mondialisation de façon éclairée et le présent en connaissance de cause.

Les Batailles de l'impôt. Consentement et résistances de 1789 à nos jours

By : Nicolas Delalande

Comment convaincre les citoyens qu'il est utile et légitime de verser à l'État une partie de leur argent ? Cette question s'est posée à tous les régimes de 1789 à nos jours. Des révoltes paysannes du XIXe siècle aux stratégies contemporaines de fraude et d'évasion, les charges fiscales n'ont cessé d'être combattues et contournées au motif de leur poids excessif ou de leurs inégalités. Le consentement à l'impôt n'a en effet rien de naturel : dans les démocraties, il repose sur un lien de confiance qu'il faut perpétuellement reconstruire. Fondé sur une enquête approfondie dans les archives, ce livre retrace les nombreuses batailles, intellectuelles, sociales et politiques, qui ont façonné notre système de redistribution et divisé la société française au cours des deux siècles passés. Nicolas Delalande, agrégé et docteur en histoire contemporaine, est Associate Professor au Centre d'histoire de Sciences Po.

Globalgeschichte

By : Christopher A. Bayly, Sebastian Con

Im ersten Band der Reihe werden Schlüsseltexte der international wichtigsten Vertreter der Globalgeschichte erstmals in deutscher Sprache publiziert: Christopher A. Bayly, Charles Bright, Frederick Cooper, Arif Dirlik, Michael Geyer, Christopher L. Hill, Rebecca E. Karl, Erez Manela, Jürgen Osterhammel, Kenneth Pomeranz und Andrew Zimmermann.

Fabuleux destins

By : Alain Decaux

De César Borgia à Louis Renault, en passant par Gandhi, Churchill et les Romanov, Alain Decaux

**Socialdemokraterna skriver historia: historieskrivning som ideologisk maktresurs 1892-2000**

By : Åsa Linderborg


**The Great Events by Famous Historians, Volume 14**

By : Various Authors

So vast and wonderful a construction was the Roman world, so different from our own, that we are apt to imagine it as an arrangement far more deliberately planned, far more mechanically complete, than it appeared to its own inhabitants. From a cursory glance, we may carry away wholly mistaken conceptions of its thought and purpose. Thus, for instance, the Roman Republic never assumed the definite design of conquering the world; its people had only the vaguest conception of whither the world might extend. They merely quarrelled with their neighbors, defeated and then annexed them.

**Around the World for 900 Years: Watching History Happen**

By : George J Cole

George Cole’s history includes events not commonly described in routine history books: An important religious figure who drinks a cup of pus to "prove a philosophical point". A Chinese Emperor who serves up his most beautiful harem-girl at a dinner party, along with her head on a plate to prove he hasn't substituted inferior meat. Such are some of the characters gracing this new review of history, whose narrative style is much more vital, incisive and quirky-humorous in tone than the usual history book. We see Christopher Columbus inviting his men to take an oath that they have reached Asia, after which they must stick to it or incur a huge fine or have their tongues cut out. Captain Cook, noted for his navigation skills and his compassion for the natives he encounters, nearly runs aground twice on his final trip, and becomes subject to fits of rage, mistreating natives, who finally kill and eat him. Cole’s history is World News, reported as it happens by a roving observer/commentator in an imaginary space station drifting around the Earth. The commentator has to return to base occasionally, and misses a lot of the dull bits. Some of the bits not missed are a Chinese eunuch admiral sailing to India in the early 1400s with 27,000 men in 300 huge sailing ships. Later in the 1400s Joan of Arc is ransomed to the English while Ottoman Turks are battering down the walls of Constantinople with cannons. In the 1800s, Hong, believing himself to be Jesus' younger brother, leads 20,000 supporters to take over Nanjing. Karl Marx publishes "Capital", a book Cole suggests few people have read beyond page three. There's sex and violence too! The Black Death arriving
from Asia reduces Europe's population by a third in two years and while it rages, strangers copulate in the streets, as in their prisons, do the French aristocrats awaiting the guillotine. A Burmese monarch kills 6000 of his subjects for their hearts, which will go towards a magic elixir to make him invulnerable and immortal. And scandal? There is a revelation that the British Admiralty took three hundred years to bother about a cure for scurvy. Recommended for those to whom history never appealed in school.
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Please read Watch One Wild Moment Online. One Wild Moment full movie with English subtitle. Stars: Vincent Cassel, Philippe Nahon, François Cluzet, Noémie Merlant, Lola Le Lann, Alice Isaaz, Louka Meliava, Romain Apelbaum. One Wild Moment. Two friends bring their daughters with them on a beach vacation and find themselves in an awkward situation. A remake of the 1977 film "Un moment d'égarement". Genre: Drama, Comedy, Romance.